DNA sequencing entails the process of determining the precise physical order of the four bases (Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, Thymine) in a DNA strand. As semiconductor technology revolutionized computing, DNA sequencing technology, termed often as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), revolutionized genomic research. Modern NGS platforms can sequence millions of short DNA fragments in parallel. The resulting short DNA sequences are termed (short) reads.
INTRODUCTION
DNA sequencing entails the process of determining the precise physical order of the four bases (Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, Thymine) in a DNA strand. As semiconductor technology revolutionized computing, DNA sequencing tech-nology, termed often as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) or high-throughput sequencing, revolutionized genomic research. Modern NGS platforms can sequence millions of small DNA fragments in parallel. The resulting short DNA sequences, referred to as (short) reads, can contain 25-400 bases [17] . A critical application of growing importance is sequence mapping, which catalyzes detailed study of genetic variations, and thereby, personalized health care solutions. Sequence mapping corresponds to mapping each read to a reference genome of the same species (which itself represents a full-fledged assembly of already sequenced reads). [38] .
Modern NGS machines from Illumina [2] can sequence more than 600Giga-bases per one run 1 , 200× a human genome of approximately 3Giga-bases. Fig. 1 , adapted from [38] , depicts the scaling trend for DNA sequencing in terms of total number of human genomes sequenced. The values until 2015 reflect historical publication records, with milestones in large-scale sequencing explicitly marked. The values beyond 2015 reflect three different projection scenarios: the first, following the historical growth until 2015; the second, a more conservative prediction from Illumina; the third, Moore's Law. Historically, the total quantity of sequenced data has been doubling approximately every 7 months.
Each run of a modern NGS machine can generate hundreds of millions of reads to be mapped. The resulting rapid growth of sequenced datasets per Fig. 1 challenges the throughput 1 which translates into hundreds of millions of reads per run. performance of sequence mapping, and renders well-studied pair-wise sequence similarity detection (or sequence alignment) algorithms inefficient [6] . Worse, reads are subject to noise due to imperfections in NGS platforms and mutations, which adds on the complexity of achieving high throughput. Both algorithmic solutions and hardware acceleration via GPUs [17] or FPGAs [7] therefore have to trade mapping accuracy for throughput performance at various degrees. As optimizations are usually confined to compute-intensive stages of mapping, in light of the scaling projections from Fig. 1 , most of these solutions are fundamentally limited by data transfer overheads. In this paper, we instead take a data-centric view to guide the design (and explore the design space) of energy-efficient high-throughput sequence mapping.
By definition, sequence mapping represents a search-heavy data-intensive operation and barely features any complex floating point arithmetic, therefore, can greatly benefit from in-or near-memory search and processing. Fast parallel associative search enabled by Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) can particularly help. However, CMOS-based TCAM implementations cannot accommodate the large memory footprint in an area and energy efficient manner, where non-volatile TCAM comes to rescue [10] . Still, brute-force TCAM search over as large of a search space as sequence mapping demands induces an unacceptably high energy consumption. This paper provides an effective solution to the energy problem to tap the potential of non-volatile TCAM for high-throughput, energy-efficient sequence mapping: Bio-CAM. BioCAM is a non-volatile TCAM-based near-memory sequence mapping accelerator, which can prune the search space significantly by a identifying and filtering unnecessary TCAM accesses to maximize the energy efficiency. In the following, we provide a proof-of-concept BioCAM design and explore its design space. Specifically, Section 2 details the BioCAM design; Section 3 discusses practical considerations; Sections 4 and 5 provide the evaluation; Section 6 compares and contrasts BioCAM to related work; and Section 7 concludes the paper.
BioCAM: MACROSCOPIC VIEW
Without loss of generality, in the following we will refer to each read simply as a query; and the reference genome, as the reference. Each query and the reference represent strings of characters from the alphabet {A, G, C, T}, to demarcate the bases {Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, Thymine}. The inputs to BioCAM are a dataset of querys and the reference, where the reference is many orders of magnitude longer than each query. For example, if the reference is the human genome, reference length is approximately 3×10 9 bases, where the maximum query length remains well below 500 bases. The maximum query length is capped by the capabilities of modern NGS platforms. ATCGGGCCATTAGCC TTAAACGGGGCTACT GGCAATT GACCAGG . . . . . . . . . Figure 2 : Sequence mapping example (the query length is not representative, but simplifies demonstration).
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Problem Definition: Sequence Mapping
Sequence mapping entails finding the most similar portions of a given reference to each query from a dataset corresponding to the same species, as output by a NGS platform. Fig. 2 demonstrates an example, with portions of the reference depicted on top; two sample querys to be mapped, at the bottom. The first (second) query features one (five) base-mismatch(es) when aligned to the i th ( j th ) base of the reference. Input querys are subject to noise due to imperfections in the NGS platforms and potential mutations. Mutations and NGS platform inaccuracies usually manifest themselves as substitutions of bases within the sequence. Therefore, sequence mapping by definition is after similarity rather than an exact match between the input querys and the reference. Accordingly, for each input query, BioCAM tries to locate the most similar sub-sequence of the reference to the query, and returns the range of its indices.
Sequence mapping hence is a search-heavy pattern matching operation and can greatly benefit from parallel in-or near-memory associative search enabled by Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM). We will next discuss the feasibility of TCAM-based acceleration for sequence mapping.
Why Naive TCAM-based Acceleration Does Not Work
Facilitating fast parallel in-memory pattern matching, TCAMbased acceleration represents an attractive solution for the sequence mapping problem. TCAM is a special variant of associative memory, which permits data retrieval by indexing by content rather than by address. Contrary to conventional associative memories, TCAM can store and search the "don't care" state X in addition to a logic 0 or 1. Moreover, adapting non-volatile memory technologies can overcome area and energy inefficiencies of CMOS-based TCAM implementations for large memory arrays [10] . We will next provide a first order analysis for the energy consumption of sequence mapping, comparing a non-volatile TCAM-based implementation with a highly optimized GPUbased solution deploying one of the fastest known algorithms [17] . The TCAM array design closely mimics the resistive TCAM from Guo et al. [10] , and we pick the least energy hungry implementation from the reported design space, corresponding to an array size of 1K×1K bits = 1Mbits. For this design point, searching for a pattern (of length 1Kbits) in the entire array takes approximately 2.5ns and consumes 245nJ.
If we simply assume that each base from the alphabet {A, G, C, T} is encoded using 2 bits, and that a human genome of approximately 3Giga-bases represents the reference, this reference of 6Gbits can fit into 6K TCAM arrays (of size 1K×1K bits = 1Mbits). For any query of a typical length around 100 bases [2] , i.e. 200bits, the following procedure can cover the search space: By construction, each 1K×1K TCAM array can search 1K bits at a time. We can align the beginning of the query with the most significant bit position of TCAM's 1Kbit query register, and pad the remaining (1K-200)bits by Xs. We can then repeat the search by shifting the contents of TCAM's query register to the right by one bit at a time, leaving the unused more significant bit positions with Xs 2 . The total number of these shifts would be in the order of row length ≈ 1K. Putting it all together, covering the entire reference in this case would take around 1K searches in each of the 6K arrays, with 245nJ consumed per search. The overall energy consumption therefore would become 6K × 1K × 245nJ ≈ 1500mJ. The highly optimized GPU solution from Klus et al. [17] on the other hand, can process 16K querys per second on a Tesla K40 3 . Hence, it takes 1/16K seconds to process a single query. Even under the unrealistic assumption (favoring the TCAM-based implementation) that the entire peak average power (TDP) goes to mapping a single query to the reference, the energy consumption for search per query over the entire reference would become at most 235W × (1/16K)s ≈ 15mJ.
According to this first order analysis (with the assumptions favoring the TCAM-based implementation), the TCAMbased implementation results in 2 orders of magnitude more energy consumption than the GPU-based implementation. The remarkable energy difference renders a straight-forward TCAM search infeasible. This difference stems from the difference in the size of the search space. While the TCAMbased design considers the entire search space (to cover all possible alignments), the GPU-based design prunes the search space significantly by a pre-processing step, which leads to orders of magnitude less number of operations. Bio-CAM adopts a similar filtering mechanism in deploying nonvolatile TCAM arrays for search. Fig. 3 provides the structural organization for BioCAM, a near-memory sequence mapping accelerator deploying modified non-volatile TCAM arrays for efficient search. BioCAM features a pipeline which comprises two major units: Filter Unit (FilterU) and Match Unit (MatchU). Each query from the dataset to be processed by BioCAM streams into the (first stage of the) BioCAM pipeline (i.e., FilterU) over the input queue. Once the mapping completes, the outcome streams out of the (last stage of the) BioCAM pipeline (i.e., MatchU) over the output queue. Modified non-volatile TCAM arrays within MatchU keep the entire reference.
BioCAM Organization
Input and output queues handle the communication to the outside world, by retrieving querys to be processed on the input end, and upon completion of the mapping, by providing 2 Section 2.3 details a refinement to this procedure to cover partial matches. 3 The GPU design and the TCAM implementation are based on similar technology nodes. the indices of the most similar sub-sequences of the reference to each query, on the output end.
Filter Unit (FilterU) filters (indices of) sub-sequences of the reference which are more likely to result in a match to the incoming query, by examining sub-sequences of the incoming query itself. We call these indices potentially matching indices, PMI. Match Unit (MatchU), in turn conducts the search by only considering PMI of the reference. In this manner, BioCAM prunes the search space. MatchU features non-volatile TCAM arrays optimized for similarity search as opposed to exact search. FilterU feeds the MatchU with a stream of <PMI, query> tuples over the search queue.
The input queue feeds the BioCAM pipeline with the querys to be mapped to the reference. The query dataset to be processed resides in memory. BioCAM initiates the streaming of the input querys into the memory-mapped input queue over a Direct Memory Access (DMA) request. The input queue in turn sends the querys to FilterU for search space pruning before the search takes place. Finally, for each input query, once the mapping completes, the output queue collects from MatchU the indices of the sub-sequence of the reference featuring the most similar match to the query. The output queue is memory-mapped, as well, and BioCAM writes back these indices to a dedicated memory location, over DMA.
In the following we will detail the steps for query processing in each unit in case of a match. If no sub-sequence of the reference matches the input query (i.e., a mismatch is the case), BioCAM triggers the update of a dedicated flag at the memory address to hold the result. BioCAM can detect a mismatch during processing at FilterU or MatchU. Filter Unit (FilterU): Fig. 4 provides the structural organization of the FilterU, which serves the compaction of the search space for each query to be mapped to the reference. BioCAM relies on a pre-processing step to index each sub-sequence of length seed of the reference, where seed represents a design parameter and assumes a much lower value than the query length. We will refer to each sub-sequence of length seed as a prefix.
FilterU Query Register (FilterUQR)
Potential Match Index
As the reference represents a string of characters from the 4-character alphabet {A, G, C, T}, a prefix of length seed can take 4 seed different forms. Recall that BioCAM stores the reference in TCAM arrays. What indexing in this case entails is: searching for each prefix of length seed in the reference, and in case of a match, recording the TCAM array, column and row number of the corresponding occurrence. Potential Match Index Table PMIT keeps this information. However, as the same prefix may occur multiple times along the reference string, PMIT may contain multiple entries for the very same prefix. Therefore, FilterU features a smaller table called PMIT Index Locator (PMITIL) for bookkeeping. PMITIL has 4 seed entries for each possible value of a prefix of length seed. Each PMITIL entry keeps the range (i.e., start and end) of addresses in PMIT where the matches for the corresponding prefix reside -BioCAM arranges PMIT to store multiple entries corresponding to the very same prefix at consecutive addresses. Generation of PMIT and PMITIL is a pre-processing step which needs to be performed only once for each reference, before sequence mapping starts.
Upon receipt of a new query from the head of the input queue, FilterU uses the first seed bases of the query as the prefix to consult PMITIL, and subsequently, PMIT. FilterU keeps the query being processed in the FilterU Query Register (FilterUQR) as filtering is in progress. If there is a match, FilterU sends the corresponding TCAM array, column and row number to MatchU, along with the query being processed, over the search queue. We will refer to these TCAM coordinates as array # , col # , and row # , respectively. DispatchU acts as a scheduler for TCAM search. For each input query to be mapped to the reference, DispatchU col-lects the TCAM array, column and row numbers (as extracted from the PMIT in FilterU) to initiate the targeted search, i.e., array # , col # , and row # , respectively.
The Shift Logic (ShL) in TCAM array array # in turn first aligns the prefix of length seed of the query with the seedlong (matching) sub-sequence of the reference residing in TCAM array array # , in row row # , starting from column col # . The input query resides in the Query Register (QR) of the TCAM array during TCAM access. To this end, ShL shifts query bits in QR and inserts Xs accordingly. The Match Unit Controller (MatchCtrl) orchestrates this operation. MatchCtrl next activates only the row row # and its corresponding Sense Amplifier (SA) for search, to improve energy efficiency. Once the search completes, MatchCtrl provides DispatchU with the indices of the reference which demarcate the most similar sub-sequence to the entire query. DispatchU then forwards these indices to the output queue. Fig. 6 depicts two different match scenarios: In Fig. 6a , the query matches a sub-sequence of the reference which is entirely stored in a single row of the array. We call this scenario a full match. On the other hand, in Fig.s 6b and 6c , the query matches a sub-sequence of the reference which is stored in two consecutive rows of the array. We call this scenario a fragmented match. Fragmentation can happen at both ends of the QR. For example, in Fig. 6b , the first portion of the query (shown in darker shade) matches the end of row j, while the rest (shown in lighter shade) matches the beginning of the next row, row j+1. MatchCtrl needs to address such fragmentation as BioCAM lays out the character string representing the reference in two dimensions in each array consecutively.
Conventional TCAM arrays are already capable of finding full match scenarios. However, detection of fragmented match scenarios requires extra logic. By default, the TCAM array would select the longest sub-sequence l of the reference matching the input query if a full match is not the case, where l occupies an entire row. The darker-shade regions in Fig.s 6b and 6c correspond to such l. As l may be aligned to either the beginning ( Fig. 6b ) or the end (Fig. 6c ) of the query, MatchCtrl has to additionally check the next or the previous row, respectively, for a match to the unmatched portion of the query. We call the first case a fragmented tail match; the second, a fragmented head match. In case of a fragmented match, search in the TCAM array constitutes two steps. Fig. 7 summarizes the 6 steps in mapping a query to the reference: FilterU retrieves a new query from the head of the input queue at step 1 . In this case seed= 7(bases), and the corresponding 7-base prefix of the query is shown underlined. Then, FilterU locates the 7-base prefix of ACCCTGA in PMITIL, and extracts the corresponding PMIT address(es) at step 2 . Next, FilterU retrieves TCAM array, column, and row numbers (for targeted search in MatchU) for the subsequences of the reference which match the prefix ACCCTGA at step 3 , from the PMIT addresses collected at step 2 . We refer to these extracted coordinates for targeted search as array # , col # , and row # , respectively (Section 2.3). Finally, FilterU sends the query along with array # , col # , and row # to MatchU over the search queue at step 4 . At step 5 , DispatchU initiates search in TCAM array array # , at row # and col # , and collects the match outcome. At step 6 , MatchU sends the match outcome to the output queue.
Putting It All Together
Address in PMI
BioCAM: MICROSCOPIC VIEW
Following the macroscopic discussion from Section 2, we will continue with a microscopic view of the proof-of-concept BioCAM design to cover implementation details.
Search Space Pruning
In order to prune the search space, BioCAM first locates subsequences of the reference matching the seed-long prefix of the query in FilterU (Section 2.3). seed represents a key Bio-CAM design parameter which dictates not only the storage complexity (of PMITIL), but also the degree of search space pruning, which in turn determines BioCAM's performance and energy efficiency. PMITIL grows with 4 seed , therefore, the larger the seed, the higher becomes the storage complexity. However, a larger seed is more likely to result in a lower number of prefix matches in the PMI tables, and hence, a lower number targeted searches in the MatchU. While the value of the seed remains much less than the expected length of the query (which itself typically remains less than 100 bases [2] ), it should be carefully set to best exploit the storage complexity vs. performance (or energy efficiency) trade-off.
PMITIL has exactly 4 seed entries. PMIT, on the other hand, can have at most as many entries as the length of the reference, as a prefix match can be the case from each base position of the reference onward (Section 2.3). Recall that PMIT is organized to keep multiple matches consecutively. Therefore, it suffices to keep per PMITIL entry just the start address in the PMIT for the first match, along with the number of matches (as depicted in Fig. 7) . PMIT, on the other hand, has to keep the <TCAM array number, column number, row number> tuple for each prefix match. If the reference is the human genome, PMIT would have approximately 3Giga entries. As we will detail in Section 4.3, 32 bits suffice to store both, each <TCAM array number, column number, row number> tuple per PMIT entry; and each <PMIT address, number of matches> (or <PMIT start address, PMIT end address>) pair per PMITIL entry.
After generating the PMIT, BioCAM shuffles the order of entries corresponding to each value (out of 4 seed possibilities) of the seed-long prefix, in order to improve throughput performance, as follows:
• PMIT keeps the entries corresponding to the very same prefix always at consecutive addresses, however, re-orders such entries to have all entries pointing to the same TCAM array reside at consecutive addresses. BioCAM processes multiple PMIT matches per prefix sequentially. Therefore, under such re-ordering, DispatchU does not need to send the respective query multiple times to the same TCAM array where multiple sub-sequences of the reference matching the prefix of the query reside. Each TCAM array can perform one search at a time, and buffer incoming search requests (to be serviced in the order of receipt), in its local input queue. • BioCAM reorders the PMIT entries (to the extent possible) also to have search requests to different TCAM chips interleaved. In other words, BioCAM tries to avoid sending multiple consecutive search requests to the very same TCAM chip to maximize (TCAM) chip-level parallelism.
Data Representation
Each input query and the reference itself represent character strings over the alphabet {A, G, C, T}. Conventional bioin-formatics formats such as FASTA [27] encode each letter from such alphabets of bases by single-letter ASCII codes. However, TCAM arrays conduct the search at bit granularity. Therefore, BioCAM needs to translate base character mismatches to bit mismatches. To this end, BioCAM adopts an encoding which renders the very same number of mismatched bits for any mismatch between two base characters. This would not be the case, if each base character in {A, G, C, T} is encoded by simply using 2 bits (i.e., some base mismatches would result in 1-bit, others, in 2-bit differences). BioCAM's encoding uses 3 bits per base character, where any two 3-bit code word differ by exactly 2 bits, such as {111, 100, 010, 001}. Thereby BioCAM guarantees that exactly 2 bits would mismatch for any base character mismatch. element to update cell contents. A TCAM design rages the matchlines to write the cells is proposed ddress this challenge.
Similarity Search
esistive TCAM Cell
rea of a TCAM cell not only a↵ects the cost per bit ti-megabit array, but also has a profound e↵ect on d energy since it determines the length (and thus, nce) of the matchlines and searchlines that need to ed and discharged on every access. Figure 3 demonhe proposed area-e cient resistive TCAM cell. In e, a resistor represents a resistive storage element, uld be a GST stack or an MTJ (the impact of the exology on row organization, array architecture, and nce is explained later in Sections 4.2, 5, and 8). cell consists of three pairs of resistors and access rs. The first two resistors store the data bit and its ent; the third resistor is permanently programmed To store a logic 1 or 0, the leftmost resistor is prod to store the data bit (D), while the resistor in the s programmed to store the complement of the bit r example, when storing a logic 1 (Figure 4-a) , the on the left is programmed to R HI , and the resistor iddle is programmed to R LO . To store a wildcard two leftmost resistors are both programmed to R HI . rch for a logic 0 or 1, SL and SL are driven with h bit and its complement, respectively, turning one cess transistors on, and the other o↵. A match is based on the e↵ective resistance between the matchground. If a resistor in its high-resistance state is with the on transistor-adding a resistance of R HI the matchline and ground-the search results in ; conversely, a resistance of R LO connected to the e indicates a mismatch. To search for a wildcard and SL are disabled and SX is driven high; hence, r in its R HI state is connected to the matchline reof the value stored in the cell. Examples are shown e 4: (a) demonstrates a mismatch case when the it is 0 and stored data is 1; (b) presents a match which searches for a 0 when a 0 is stored; (c) shows To search for logic 0, Search Line (SL) is set to 0, and its complement SL to 1, such that Acc 2 turns on; Acc 1 off. Thereby only the resistor carrying D, R, gets connected to the Match Line (ML). If the cell content was 0, i.e., D = 0 and D = 1, there would be a match, and R = R high applies.
Otherwise, if the cell content was 1, i.e., D = 1 and D = 0, there would be a mismatch, and R = R low applies. A symmetric discussion holds for searching for logic 1. On a per TCAM cell basis, R high connected to ML indicates a match, R low , a mismatch. To search for X, both SL and SL are set to 0, and Search X Line (SXL) to 1, such that only the hard-wired R high attached to Acc 3 is connected to ML. This is why search for X always renders a match, independent of the value of D.
Each cell within each row contributes to the effective resistance connected to ML, R e f f , by R high (R low ) on a match (mismatch). The Sense Amplifier SA (connected to the ML) in each row signals a (mis)match for the entire row depending on the value of the R e f f . SA would only signal a match, if all cells match, i.e., if each cell contributes to R e f f by R high . Let us call the R e f f in this case R match . SA would signal a mismatch if at least one cell mismatches, i.e., contributes to R e f f by R low . The value of R e f f in this case evolves with the number of mismatches, and assumes the closest value to R match under a single-cell(bit) mismatch.
In a TCAM array based on the cell from Fig. 8 , unless all bits within a row match, SA would always signal a mismatch for the entire row. However, according to the data representation adopted by BioCAM, as detailed in Section 3.2, each single-base mismatch would generate a 2-bit mismatch in the TCAM array. To resolve this discrepancy, BioCAM deploys tunable SAs which associate a wider R e f f range with a rowwide match. These SAs can be tuned to signal a row-wide match when less than a given number t of bits mismatch, which translates into less than t R low s connected to ML. We will refer to this number t as the tolerance.
The tolerance represents an adjustable design parameter. However, the gap between R e f f levels corresponding to different number of mismatching bits decreases as the number of mismatching bits grows, complicating SA design. At the same time, due to PVT (Process, Voltage, Temperature) variations, TCAM cell resistance levels may notably deviate from R high or R low , leading to deviations of such R e f f levels from their expected values. Section 4.4 details the variation-aware SA design, and quantifies its false positive rate (i.e., the rate at which the SA signals a match where the number of mismatches remains higher than tolerance). This design cannot result in false negatives by construction.
System Integration
Without loss of generality, all components of the proof-ofconcept BioCAM implementation reside in a DIMM attached to the main memory bus, similar to the resistive TCAM accelerator from Guo et al. [10] or to the associative compute engine ACC-DIMM [11] . While BioCAM features non-volatile TCAM data arrays as both of these designs do, BioCAM arrays do not include any of the priority index logic, population count logic, or the reduction network from Guo et al. [10] or programmable microcontrollers of ACC-DIMM [11] . Instead, BioCAM tailors the data and control paths to sequence mapping, which entails minimal logic for scheduling, filtering, and queuing search requests.
Still, this choice results in a quite unoptimized BioCAM design: This is because BioCAM does not need to frequently communicate with the host processor attached to the same memory bus. Communication takes place during initial configuration to get the address of the memory region storing the input query dataset, and the address of the memory region to store the mapping outcome. BioCAM accesses both of these regions over DMA. Most of the communication as mapping is in progress happens intra-DIMM, which is -while typically faster than off-chip communication -not very efficient. At the same time, BioCAM does not deploy any of the wellstudied bioinformatic data compression techniques to reduce the memory footprint of the reference, which would result in a lower number of (possibly smaller) data arrays. A more optimized BioCAM design would also feature a customized network for (intra-accelerator) communication.
EVALUATION SETUP
We next provide the configuration, modeling, and simulation details for the evaluation of the proof-of-concept BioCAM implementation.
System-level Characterization
As explained in Section 3.4, the proof-of-concept BioCAM implementation resides in a DIMM attached to the main memory bus. The interface to the outside world takes a similar form to the designs from Guo et al. [10] and ACC-DIMM [11] . Each TCAM chip has in total 1Gbit capacity, and contains (1K×1K)bit arrays. We use a human genome as the reference (Section 4.5), which has almost 3Giga-bases. As discussed in Section 3.2, BioCAM adopts a 3-bit representation for each base. Therefore, a total of 9 TCAM chips find place on a single BioCAM DIMM, to store the reference. We implement PMI tables as DRAM modules, and keep them in the main memory in a separate DIMM such that the host can claim DRAM space back as part of the main memory, as need be. All BioCAM logic and controllers (from FilterU and MatchU) reside in the corresponding DIMM controllers. Another option (not considered in the evaluation) is packing PMI tables into the same DIMM as the TCAM chips, to have a self-contained BioCAM DIMM (of possibly higher energy efficiency and throughput by optimizing intra-DIMM communication). In the following, we confine the evaluation to a single BioCAM DIMM.
We use a heavily modified version of DRAMSim2 [34] for simulation. Specifically, while the default DRAMSim2 can model inter-DIMM communications, we had to add support for intra-DIMM interactions (search, network on chip, and control logic operations). As DRAMSim2 does not support any technology beyond DDR3, we stick to a DDR3 compatible memory bus for the evaluation. We set the size of DRAM modules based on Table 1 for each experiment.
Circuit-level Characterization
The proof-of-concept BioCAM implementation uses Phase Change Memory (PCM) as the resistive memory technology for TCAM arrays, which features a relatively high R high to R low ratio -11.5 on average [8] . A higher R high to R low ratio eases sensing (i.e., distinguishing between matches and mismatches as explained in Section 3.3), therefore, enables arrays with longer rows. BioCAM's TCAM arrays are similar to the most area efficient array design from Guo et al. [10] , which corresponds to a 1K × 1Kbit configuration.
We synthesize logic circuits by Synopsys Design Compiler vH2013.12 using FreePDK45 [32] . Then, to match the technology of our baseline for comparison (Section 4.6), we scale the outcome from 45nm to 28nm using ITRS projections [40] . A single search operation takes 2ns to complete, while consuming 1nJ of energy. Area of each (1Gbit) TCAM chip is nearly 13.9mm 2 . A single DIMM of BioCAM consumes 2.0W of power on average. We use ORION2.0 simulator [14] to model the intra TCAM chip H-tree network. Intra-DIMM network operates at 750MHz, while each hop of the H-tree network (1 router + link) consumes 0.045W .
PMI Table Generation
We evaluate BioCAM considering different seed values. As explained in Section 3.1, while PMIT keeps an entry for each possible base position in the reference to demarcate the start of the seed-long prefix, PMITIL contains 4 seed entries. Allocating an entry for each base position in the reference (independent from the seed value), PMIT capacity for the hu- man genome used as the reference for evaluation (Section 4.5) becomes approximately 11.4GB. PMITIL capacity, however, increases exponentially with seed, as captured by Table 1 for seed values from the range 10-16. PMIT and PMITIL capacity together determines the DRAM space requirement of the proof-of-concept BioCAM implementation. We cap the maximum value of the seed at 16 to prevent excessive growth in PMITIL size. This basic BioCAM implementation does not deploy any of the well-studied bioinformatic data compression or hashing techniques to reduce the memory footprint.
Sensing Circuitry
BioCAM adopts the Voltage Latch Sense Amplifier (VLSA) design from [3] to implement tunable sensing as explained in Section 3.3. We simulate VLSA in HSPICE v2015.06 using the FreePDK45 [32] library. VLSA's threshold voltage sets the boundary between the ranges of the effective resistance, i.e., R e f f , values (seen by the Match Line) the SA perceives as a (row-wide) match or a mismatch. We configure VLSA's threshold voltage as follows, to account for potential fluctuation in R high and R low values due to PVT variations: We conduct a Monte Carlo analysis using the R high and R low distributions from IBM [8] extracted from measured data: µ(R high ) = 243.8KΩ, σ (R high ) = 50.9KΩ, µ(R low ) = 21.2KΩ, and σ (R low ) = 2.5KΩ. Considering a row size of 1024 cells (i.e., 1Kbits), we find R e f f for 1M sample scenarios each corresponding to a different number of base mismatches. Using the resulting R e f f distribution, and capping the maximum number of base mismatches that are permitted to pass as a match, (i.e., the tolerance as explained in Section 3.3) we extract the sensing boundary for SA, and set the threshold voltage accordingly. The tolerance is a user-level BioCAM parameter. Modern NGS platforms fall short of sequencing short DNA fragments with 100% accuracy anyways. Therefore, tolerance should be set as a function of the expected (output) error rate of the target NGS platforms and the length of the querys.
We anticipate a large enough value for tolerance, to make sure that only a small fraction of the input querys are missed (i.e., cannot be mapped to the reference, due to too many substitution errors induced by NGS). For instance, let us assume a system with 100-base long querys and an anticipated NGS error rate of 1%, which corresponds to the probability of deviation per base for each query sequenced 4 . In this case, the probability of having more than 1 base (of the 100-base-long query) deviated, just due to NGS errors, becomes:
Let us assume that the tolerance of BioCAM is set to 1 (base mismatch). This means, BioCAM would not consider any query having more than 1 base mismatch with respect to the reference for mapping. In this particular case, the input querys to BioCAM would already be corrupted and have more than 1 base deviation (which BioCAM in turn would capture as a "more than 1 base mismatch" case) with a probability of 26.4%. In other words, with a probability of 26.4% BioCAM would miss a query for mapping, which would otherwise be mapped to the reference were there no NGS errors. As an example, Table 2 gives the ratio of the actual matches missed in this manner, for a query length of 100 bases, considering the error rates of two representative NGS platforms from Illumina [2] , HiSeq 2500 and Genome Analyzer, respectively. This and similar tables can help BioCAM users in setting the tolerance (which in turn determines the threshold for SA). As explained in Section 3.3, under PVT variations, SA may signal false positives, i.e., a row-wide match where the number of (base) mismatches remains higher than the tolerance. We next quantify the probability of false positives, and demonstrate how bad the number of (base) mismatches in false positive scenarios can get, with respect to the tolerance. Fig. 9 depicts the probability of observing a false positive for two NGS platforms of varying error rates. In both cases, the tolerance is extracted from Table 2 to have less than 5% of the actual matches missed. The first (second) case corresponds to an NGS error rate of 1% (0.1%). The Xaxis captures the extra number of (base) mismatches (i.e., the overshoot) with respect to the tolerance. The Y-axis represents the probability of a false positive. As we see in the figure, since the sensing threshold is set considering variation, most of the time, false positives are confined to an overshoot by one (base) mismatch. Observing false positives with an overshoot of 2 (base) mismatches is still of notable probability. However, the probability of false positives with an overshoot of 3 or more is negligible (less than 0.3% for both platforms).
We should note that false positives are not errors. A false positive translates into a query of lower similarity than expected being matched to a sub-sequence of the reference. As long as the overshoot (in terms of base mismatches) with respect to the anticipated tolerance remains bounded, a false positive can easily pass as an inaccurate match. As Fig. 9 shows, the expected overshoot can be well bounded below 4 (base) mismatches by carefully setting the tolerance: for more than 99% of the false positives, the overshoot is only 1 or 2. The only problem with false positives (even if accompanied by a small overshoot) is the induced uncertainty in the mapping results. Luckily, tolerance is already a fuzzy concept for sequence mapping.
Input Dataset
We use a real human genome from the 1000 genomes project [1] , g1k_v37, as the reference. We generate 30 million querys using 100-base long randomly picked sub-sequences from this reference, which we corrupt according to the substitution error model of HiSeq 2500, with an error rate of 0.1%. These querys form the input dataset for both, BioCAM and the baseline for comparison. For a fair comparison (not to favor BioCAM but the baseline GPU) we choose the number of querys for evaluation to have the reference + querys fit into the main memory of the GPU (such that the GPU does not suffer from extra energy-hungry data communication). We also limit the evaluation to a single BioCAM DIMM to keep the resource utilization comparable to the GPU baseline.
Baseline for Comparison
As a comparison baseline, we pick a highly optimized GPU implementation of the popular BWA algorithm, Barracuda [17] . As a random artifact of sequencing, a base may get deleted from the query, and/or an extra base may get inserted. The evaluated BioCAM implementation cannot handle these types of errors, however, modern NGS platforms very rarely cause such errors for short querys (similar in size to the querys we consider for evaluation) [35] . For a fair comparison, we turn off the insertion/deletion error handling of Barracuda throughout the evaluation.
We evaluate the throughput performance and power consumption of Barracuda on an NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU (which the software is tailored to). We measure the power consumption of the GPU using NVIDIA-SMI (System Management Interface) command. We use the latest version of Barracuda (0.7), using the same reference and query dataset (Section 4.5) as BioCAM as inputs. We observe that Barracuda maps 24.2K querys per second, while consuming 48.7W power on average.
EVALUATION
In this section, we provide the evaluation of the proof-ofconcept BioCAM implementation. We start with throughput performance and energy characterization of a single Bio-CAM DIMM in Section 5.1; quantify system bottlenecks in Section 5.2; discuss scalability in Section 5.3, and mapping accuracy in Section 5.4, respectively. X-axis shows the seed value used for each experiment. As expected, larger seed values prune the search space more, resulting in a progressively lower number of search operations in processing each query. Consequently, the throughput performance increases for larger seed values. For the largest seed value used in the experiments, 16, a single BioCAM DIMM services 186.8K querys per second, which is around 7.7× larger than the peak throughput of Barracuda. Fig. 10b demonstrates the energy consumption of the Bio-CAM DIMM. Left Y-axis captures the energy consumed per query mapping, while the right Y-axis shows the reduction in energy consumption with respect to Barracuda. X-axis shows the seed value used for each experiment. Larger seed values result in a lower number of search operations, and consequently, less energy consumption. However, as the size of the PMI tables grow exponentially with larger seeds (Table 1), larger DRAM becomes necessary to keep the tables, which increases static energy consumption and thereby reduces energy efficiency. This is because static energy grows approximately proportionally with the table size. As we see in the figure, a seed value of 15 results in the most favorable point in this trade-off space, with an energy consumption of 18.4µJ on average per query, which is 109.0× less than Barracuda's energy consumption. For this optimal point, a single BioCAM DIMM services up to 180.6K querys per second, which is around 7.5× larger than the peak throughput of Barracuda.
Throughput Performance and Energy
System Bottlenecks
We next take a closer look at the simulation statistics of each unit of BioCAM to identify system bottlenecks. As explained in Section 2.3, BioCAM has a pipelined data-flow structure. Simulation results show that MatchU is the most time consuming stage of the pipeline. Hence, to find the throughput bottleneck, the ratio of time spent in each unit of the MatchU is depicted in Fig. 11a , for a seed value of 15, which is the optimum. As we see, 97.9% of the time is spent in intra-DIMM communication, which is to send the querys and PMIs. Only 1.9% of the time is spent on actual search operations. Time spent in DispatchU (marked as Logic) remains negligible.
On the other hand, Fig. 11b depicts the share of energy to TCAM arrays and 42.7% to DRAM components (PMI tables). For a seed value of 16, the PMI tables become much larger than for a seed value of 15 (Table 1) . Therefore, the energy consumption in DRAM increases by 66.3%, to constitute 62.0% of the total energy consumption. This renders BioCAM for seed =16 less energy efficient than for seed =15, although a seed value of 16 results in a lower number of search operations. As the two figures depict, the major bottleneck of the BioCAM DIMM is the intra-DIMM communication. Since communication takes 97.9% of the time, techniques to reduce intra-DIMM communication latency can significantly improve the throughput of BioCAM. At the same, as we discussed in Section 3.4, this analysis validates that the DIMMbased design point does not represent the optimal solution in the design space of BioCAM. We also believe that 3D stacking [9] can help mitigate the communication bottleneck.
Scalability
As explained in Section 4, in this study we evaluate only a single BioCAM DIMM. Simulation results show that for the highest throughput design (seed=15), DRAM bandwidth utilization is 17.7%. Even an old technology such as DDR3 may support more than one BioCAM DIMM, based on this utilization profile, depending on the contention of the memory bus as a shared resource. Multiple BioCAM DIMMs would not need extra DRAM space, since they can share the PMIT and PMITIL tables if used for mapping to the very same reference genome. However, each DIMM would get a different query dataset to map. Multi BioCAM DIMM support becomes more likely for a higher-bandwidth DRAM technology.
We use querys of 100-bases long throughout the evaluation. However, depending on the NGS platform deployed, querys can be longer or shorter. BioCAM is not limited to a specific query length, and can be tuned practically for any query length. To use a different length, following the methodology discussed in Section 4.4, only the tolerance and the sense amplifier threshold should be adjusted accordingly. No further changes would be needed in the rest of the system as long as the query length stays within the size of a row, since search operations are performed at row granularity. Fig. 12 depicts how the throughput of BioCAM (seed=15) and Barracuda scale with different input query lengths, as captured by the X-axis. Left Y-axis denotes throughput in terms of total number of querys processed per second; right Y-axis, relative throughput improvement of BioCAM over Barracuda. As Barracuda cannot handle querys longer than 150 bases, we had to limit the maximum length to 150. On the other hand, BioCAM is scalable to longer querys, as long as the query fits in a single row of the TCAM array. According to Fig 12, BioCAM slows down when the query length increases, since communicating each query over the NOC to the arrays takes longer. However, BioCAM still is more scalable than Barracuda, and the relative throughput improvement increases with the query length. For the longest input query that Barracuda can handle, BioCAM provides 14.1× higher throughput.
Mapping Accuracy
In handling fragmented matches (Fig. 6 ), BioCAM compares each input query against two consecutive rows. In the current implementation, both steps of the search (per row) are subject to the same tolerance value. Therefore, if a match is the case in both of the rows, while the number of base mismatches per row remains below the tolerance (in the absence of false positives), there is no guarantee that the cumulative number of base mismatches (over the two consecutive rows) remains below the tolerance. In fact, the cumulative number in this case may well exceed the tolerance. As discussed in Section 4.4, this would not necessarily lead to an error, but rather, an inaccuracy. For instance, in the example from Section 4.4, for an NGS error rate of 0.1%, the tolerance was set to 1 (base mismatch). In this case, a fragmented match would correspond to a mapping as if tolerance was 2, which may still be considered accurate enough.
In this study, we only consider substitution errors. Each input query (or equivalently, NGS output sequence) is subject to two other types of errors: A base may get deleted from the query, leading to a deletion error. Or, an extra base may get inserted randomly into the query, leading to an insertion error. BioCAM cannot handle these types of errors, however, they are very rare in comparison to substitution errors [35] for short querys (similar in size to the querys we considered for evaluation). These types of errors become more prominent for longer querys.
Another source of inaccuracy is having an error in the seed-long prefix used in FilterU (Section 2.3). In this case, FilterU would prune the search space using a wrong prefix, which may lead to ill-addressed search requests. Luckily, the probability of such errors remain well-bounded. Let us quantify the probability of BioCAM missing the alignment of any given base due to errors in the prefix. In practice, each base of the reference is covered by more than one query, and the average number of querys covering each base in the reference genome is called coverage or depth of sequencing. Depending on coverage specifics, BioCAM can miss any base which is covered by a query having a corrupted prefix. NGS-induced (i.e., platform-dependent) substitution errors can corrupt the prefix, and so can (platform-independent) mutations 5 . What is the worst-case probability of BioCAM missing a base, P miss ? It is the cumulative probability of having the prefix of the respective query being corrupted
• either by at least one mutation (P mut ),
• or by at least one substitution error (P sub ).
Let the probability of having at least one mutation error in the prefix be P mut ; the probability of having at least one substitution error in the prefix be P sub ; the probability of an NGS-induced (platform-specific) substitution error, P NGS ; the probability of a (platform-independent) mutation error, P M :
applies, with seed denoting the prefix length. In line with the evaluation, for a seed of 15 and query length of 100, P M = 0.1%, P NGS = 0.1% (P NGS = 1.0%) -following Table 2 , P miss becomes approximately 3.0% (15.5%). Recall that each base can actually be covered by more than one query. Let us next quantify how P miss evolves with coverage depth: If we assume a typical depth of around 50 [5] , on average, each single base of the reference would be covered by 50 different querys. The number of querys covering a base follows a Poisson distribution [18] . What is the probability for BioCAM to miss all querys covering a respective base subject to the above corruption scenario? To answer this, we first need to find the minimum number of querys expected to cover each base. Under Poisson distribution, and for a depth of 50, the probability of having a base covered by less than 10 querys is 5.2 × 10 −12 , practically negligible. Therefore, we can safely assume that each base is covered by at least 10 querys. Accordingly, the probability for BioCAM to miss all querys covering a respective base subject to the above corruption scenario becomes P miss 10 , which renders 5.9 × 10 −16 (8.0 × 10 −9 ) for P NGS = 0.1% (P NGS = 1.0%). This probability would decrease further with increasing coverage depth and decreasing P NGS as NGS platforms improve over time. Based on this analysis, even for the current state-of-theart, we do not anticipate notable accuracy loss due to prefix errors.
In summary, depending on the sequencing platform, the coverage depth could be as large as 70 or more [37] . Missing a small portion of querys due to different sources of system inaccuracies would be more tolerable under a higher coverage, as the odds of encountering another query to cover the missed portion of the reference increases.
Extension to Similar Application Domains
While tailored to sequence mapping, BioCAM is fundamentally applicable to similar search-intensive problems. For such extensions, we first need to determine the minimum number of bits needed to represent each character in the alphabet of the new problem, as covered in Section 3.2, and an acceptable tolerance level. As the number of bits representing each character grows, the number of bit-mismatches per character-mismatch grows, as well. Consequently, sensing becomes easier to design. We next need to tune the threshold of the sense amplifiers (Section 4.4), and pick a seed to maximize the energy efficiency and throughput. We leave such exploration to future work.
RELATED WORK
Sequence Mapping Alternatives: Sequence mapping spans a very rich design space for algorithms targeting software implementations. Recent, most representative of these [20] include MAQ [25] , SSAHA [33] , BLAT [15] , BLASTZ [36] , GMAP [41] , SOAP(-dp) [25, 30] , Bowtie(2) [21, 22] , BWA [23, 24] , BarraCUDA [17] , CUSHAW [29] , and CUSHAW2-GPU [28] , with SOAP, Bowtie, and BWA being the mostly cited. As one of the fastest and most energy-efficient GPU implementations of BWA, which is open-source at the same time, BarraCUDA [17] represents our baseline for comparison. BarraCUDA is initially tailored to NVIDIA Tesla K40, and a later optimization for the more recent NVIDIA Pascal (Titan X) platform [19] can achieve up to 1.6× speed-up over K40. BioCAM outperforms both versions. High-throughput FPGA implementations faster than BarraCUDA also exist, however, at the expense of significantly higher power consumption, hence lower energy efficiency. For example, Vanderbauwhede et. al. [39] , introduce a high-throughput implementation that outperforms BarraCUDA, on RIVYERA clusters employing 128 Xilinx SPARTAN-6 LX150 FPGAs, which can process 45K (100-base-long) querys per second at the expense of significantly higher power consumption than the GPU. As optimizations are usually confined to computeintensive stages of mapping, in light of rapid growth of number of sequenced genomes, most of these solutions are fundamentally limited by data transfer overheads. Race Logic: Madhavan et. al. [31] propose hardware acceleration for dynamic programming using the exotic race logic, and analyze sequence alignment as a case study. Specifically, they apply race-logic based dynamic programmingto find the similarity between two strings corresponding to the query and a sub-sequence of the reference. Their proposed hardware accelerator requires around 120ns and 1nJ for each alignment, which is much slower than BioCAM. Besides, energy consumption of the proposed accelerator grows by O(N 3 ), where N is the length of the query, which impairs scalability. Resistive CAM Accelerators: Guo et. al in [10, 11] explore the potential of using TCAM arrays for accelerating data-intensive applications. Yavits et. al in [43] propose an associative processor, which employs resistive CAM arrays to implement diverse functions. From a technology perspective, recent representative demonstrations of resistive TCAM arrays include Li et. al. [26] and Yun et. al. [42] : The IBM design [26] features a 1Gbit PCM-based CAM array using IBM 90nm technology. The measured search latency is 1.9ns. Yun et. al. in [42] , on the other hand, propose two novel MTJ-based cell designs in 45nm technology. They show that searching for a match takes around 0.6ns for a row size of 256. BioCAM can adapt any resistive CAM array, including these more recent proposals, to tap the potential of non-volatile TCAM for high-throughput, energy-efficient sequence mapping.
Imani et. al. in [12] and [13] introduce approximate resistive CAM arrays to accelerate approximate computing workloads. The first one [12] relies on a different cell organization, "InvCAM cell", which connects R low to ML on a match; R high , on a mismatch (the opposite of a conventional cell per Section 3.3). This complicates match detection, therefore, a row cannot accommodate more than 8 bits. This restricts the applicability to sequence mapping. The second one [13] uses resistive CAM arrays to accelerate brain-inspired hyperdimensional computing. They propose a method to capture similarity using TCAMs, which is orthogonal to BioCAM's similarity matching mechanism tailored to sequence mapping. This work does not rely on an "InvCAM cell", however, to find the hamming distance (their similarity metric) robustly, limits the row size to 4 bits only. This restricts the applicability to sequence mapping, as in the previous case.
While these proposals show great potential for many applications, expansion to approximate matches for sequence mapping is not straight-forward mainly due to the restricted row sizes. BioCAM adds support for approximate matches much less intrusively, by carefully tuning the SA reference voltage in a variation-aware manner, without restricting the row size or introducing additional SAs (which can incur a significant area cost). At the same time, BioCAM features other key components (than the Match Unit with CAM arrays capable of detecting approximate matches in place), which constitute together the high-throughput energy-efficient sequence mapping accelerator. Neither the proposed match detection mechanism in our paper, nor any CAM array capable of handling approximate matches would be sufficient to implement an efficient sequence mapping accelerator by itself, as demonstrated in Section 2.2. Promising Alternative Computing Paradigms: The proofof-concept BioCAM design presented in this paper represents just a point in a rich design space. The interface can be implemented differently, as well, rather than embedding the accelerator in a DIMM to be attached to the main memory bus (3D stacking is option, for example, to enable even more parallelism). TCAM just suits very well to similarity search which is at the heart of sequence mapping, and the evaluated interface leads to a less intrusive design.
The key ideas from this study could equally be implemented using emerging in/near-memory logic, but the scale of the problem would demand careful optimization for data communication between the memory modules and logic embedded in/near memory. On the other hand, cache-based in-memory solutions such as Compute Caches [4] may not be suitable due to the relatively large memory footprint of reference genomes, unless a feasible form of data compaction or compression is the case.
Recently, Kim et. al. have explored how to implement an efficient filtering step for hash-based read alignment using 3D-stacked memories [16] . This study covers the filtering step only, and the functionality is equivalent to the Filter Unit of BioCAM. In line with our observations, the authors are after pruning the search space in order to maximize the throughput. They report up to 6.4× improvement. This and similar solutions could replace or enhance BioCAM's filtering capabilities, to unlock even higher throughput and energy efficiency.
CONCLUSION
As semiconductor technology revolutionized computing, highthroughput DNA sequencing technology termed Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), revolutionized genomic research. As a result, a progressively growing number of short DNA sequences, generated at a faster rate than Moore's Law, needs to be mapped to reference genomes which themselves represent full-fledged assemblies of already sequenced DNA fragments. This search-heavy data-intensive mapping task does not need complex floating point arithmetic, and therefore, is particularly suitable to in-or near-memory processing. This paper details the design of such a near-memory sequence mapping accelerator, BioCAM, which results in 7.5× higher throughput while consuming 109.0× less energy when compared to a highly-optimized software implementation for modern GPUs.
